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A ‘systemic failure’
in the economics profession
Academics critical of the the New Keynesian DSGE representative agent
model are asking for a change in economic teaching and modeling:
•

Post Walrasian and Agent based Modelers want to add more realism,
building the economy from the bottom up and using appropriate
microfoundations with heterogenous interacting agents, “capturing the
psychological nature of the business cycle.”
(Colander et al The Financial Crisis and the Systemic Failure of Academic Economics)

•

Post Modern economists are asking for a pluralistic code of conduct, to
promote diverse thoughts and defend critical and independent thinking.
“The profoundly non-scientific practice of simply reproducing a
politically acceptable consensus has thereby replaced the independent
and critical pursuit of knowledge”
(Alan Freeman in The Economists of Tomorrow, 2009)

•

Post Keynesian economists want to remove reductionism
(microfoundations). Rather than ‘behavioral macroeconomics’ they instead
emphasize stock-flow consistent models, and balance sheet constraints.
(John King, Heterodox Macroeconomics: what exactly are we against, 2005)

Macro closure can put
sectors/agents onto auto-pilot
•

Agents must respect their budget constraints both in terms of
expectations and when they assess realized results as a systemwide consistency requirement. In a water-tight accounting
framework, the transaction flows of the ultimate sector are entirely
determined by the transaction flows of the other sectors (Walras
Law - implies redundancy).

•

Limited impact of individual maximization of utility.

•

Rather than reductionsm, post-Keynesians are driven by stylized
facts and the recognition of institions, data regularities, class
conflict, increasing returns, endogenous money.

•

Analytical results are most likely impossible, particularly as
institutions and behavioral patterns change drasitcally through
historic time.

HET Theory of Value
This global financial crisis makes us marvel at the creation and destruction
of value within an economic system. Economists have struggled for
centuries to create a theory of value, through the analysis of long run and
short run supply and demand dynamics, and to find microfoundations.
•

Classical economist (Smith, Marx, Ricardo) had a theory of value based on
labor input.

•

The neoclassical theorists determined value as having a psychological
aspect, and money as a veil over the real economy, with a mythical
exchange process.

•

The Keynesian / Post Keynesian view is that in a monetary economy value
is represented by money prices: uncertainty, firms deciding to hire labor
for future profit, decide on prices, determine income distribution, some
people hold durable assets for future security, some goods having a
liquidity premium, and endogenous money; all conspire to produce a more
complicated valuation of a commodity than in a barter economy.

•

The zero intelligent (ZI) paradigm (Gode and Sunder 1993) harks back to a
theory of ‘catallactics’ where value is determined in the exchange process
and this, not necessarily the equilibrium, is of interest.

Catallactic vs Psychology
•

The early marginalists' (Walras, Jevons, Menger) main purpose was to
found a coherent exchange theory of value, known as the "catallactics"
perspective (Schumpeter, 1912, 1954; Hicks, 1976). (Catalactics, explains
money prices as they are and not as they should be)

•

They were not interested in the individual as such. The individual and his
psychology are only relevant insofar as they affect the value-determining
process of exchange.

•

Under the psychological perspective, the theory of exchange is regarded
merely as the vehicle by which the utility theory of value becomes
possible. Under New Classical extensions with the representative agent,
exchange became irrelevant (or mythical).

•

In the catallactic perspective, utility is not the end game but merely a tool
in the creation of an exchange theory of value, or money prices.

•

Perhaps catallactics at the micro level is compatible with post-Keynesian
macro. Both emphasize balance sheet/budget constraint dynamics over
psychology.

Zero Intelligence (ZI) Isolates cumulative
Structure and Wealth effects,
rather than adaptive behavior

Gode and Sunder (1993, 1997) developed their ZI behavior on Herbert
Simon’s satisficing and the system via Vernon Smith’s (1982) distinction
that the performance of a micro system depends on three categories:
Institutional structure: the market protocol and the rules that govern
trading;
Environment: wealth endowments and technology, which includes the
number of goods, markets and traders. The distribution of wealth are also
environmental factors. Agents obey their budget constraints
Agent behavior: preferences, trader tastes, risk profile, trading norms,
thresholds, and instincts.
Gode and Sunder defined Intelligent behavior as learned or adaptive behavior:
interactive animal spirits that modify risk profile, analyzing and interpreting
information, bounded rationality, guessing other trader’s moves to optimize
profits.

Zero Intelligence Simulation vs
Intelligent Class room Experiment
•
•
•
•
•

Gode and Sunder (1993) compared 3 outcomes within a
Continuous double auction (CDA) mechanism
Fixed Distribution of Reservation Prices
(budget constraints for buyers and sellers)
Random Limit Orders bounded by a floor and ceiling
Random Order Flow, for limit orders, but no retrading
Double Auction with temporary limit order book

a)

Simulated an ABM program of 20 agents with 1 unit limit orders at
random prices into a CDA protocol. (Zero Intelligent-Unconstrained)

b)

Simulated an ABM program of random trades trades for 1 unit limit
orders at random prices above and including the reservation threshold.
(Zero Intelligent-Constrained)

c)

Ran a classroom experiment where 20 students with reservation prices
could buy and sell using 1 unit limit orders, in an attempt to maximize
profit. (Intelligent)

c)

Completely Random

Intelligent Trading

b)

Random but wealth constrained

a)

b) Each constrained trader must obey their
reservation price and trade one unit at a time

Gode, Spear and Sunder (1993) Allocative Efficiency of Markets with ZeroIntelligence Traders: Market as a Partial Substitute for Individual Rationality. JPE

ZI-C Firms/Sellersi will
place a limit order “ask
quote” for a price greater
than their cost (Si)
Aski ~ U(Si , Pmax)

Bidj ~ U(Pmin , Dj)

ZI-C Buyers/Demanders will
place a limit order “bid
quote” for a price less than
what they can sell it for

Response to Cliff and Bruten’s Critique (1997)
Gode, Spear and Sunder (2004) working paper
Convergence of Double Auctions to Pareto Optimal Allocations in the Edgeworth Box

In accordance with
Becker 1962, the
inclusion of wealth and a
budget constraint means
that random trading
produces a downward
sloping demand function.

Gode, Spear and Sunder (2004)
Convergence of Double Auctions to Pareto Optimal Allocations in the Edgeworth Box

Catallactics and
Balance Sheet Dynamics
Balance Sheet Constraints exist at micro and macro levels. The interaction
of individual entity balance sheets through financial intermediation,
networks, markets can determine prices and distribution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark-to-market valuation and wealth effects, Accounting rules
Financial entity
Capital to asset ratios
Assets
Liabilities
Loans
Funding
Maturity mismatching
Mortgages
Cashflow dynamics
Comm. Paper
Deposits
Bonds
Issued Securities
Liquidity spirals
Liquid Loans
T-Bills
Price impact
Reserves
Currency
Compactness of the limit order book
Currency
Credit Network spillover effects
Stocks
Equity
Payment and settlement
Off Balance Sheet
contingent liablity
deposit services for clients
derivatives
SIVs

Even a Fixed Leverage can Create Liquidity
Spirals in a model on autopilot
Leverage k is defined as total assets / equity.
or alternatively a Margin Requirement (cash deposit) is the inverse of leverage 1/k
If leverage is 1 times assets / equity
then margin is 100%

Assets
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0
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If there is a rise in security prices by 10 units
M2M Equity increases by 10
Leverage (110/110) stays at 1
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If leverage is 2 times, then margin is 50%
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Loan
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Rise in security prices by 10
M2M adds to Equity 10
Leverage (110/60) declines to 1.83,
Margin deposited against the loan is now 55%
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0
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Securities
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Liabilities
50
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Equity, Margin

The margin trader who is actively targeting a constant leverage (margin requirement) will use this
increase in equity to buy more securities: In this case, they could buy 10 more units worth of securities.
A RISE IN SECURITY PRICES LEADS TO A RISE IN DEMAND FOR SECURITIES POSITIVE DEMAND FUNCTION

Margin Trading Balance Sheet
Leverage k is defined as total assets / equity.
Margin (cash deposit) is the inverse of leverage 1/k
If leverage is 1 times assets / equity
then margin is 100%

Assets
Securities

100

Assets

Liabilities
0
100

Loan
Equity, Margin

If there is a rise in security prices by 10 units
M2M Equity increases by 10
Leverage (110/110) stays at 1

Assets
Securities

110

If leverage is 2 times, then margin is 50%

Securities
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Assets
Loan
Equity, Margin
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50

Loan
Equity, Margin

Fall in security prices by 10
M2M adds to Equity 10
Leverage (90/40) increases 2.25,
Margin deposited against the loan is now 44%
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50
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A margin call will ask trader to invest new cash (new capital)
else liquidate position to a security holding of 80
A FALL IN SECURITY PRICES LEADS TO A FALL IN DEMAND FOR SECURITIES

Liquidity Spirals
Several mechanism are at work where illiquidity leads to insolvency
1. Balance Sheet Channel: Collateral crisis due to increased volatility and leverage
2.
3.
4.

Lending Channel: Precautionary Hoarding, increased risk aversion, margin spiral raise
margin requirements, ease of obtaining external finance
Run on financial institution deposits: asymmetric information, forced liquidate of assets,
losses lead to self fulfilling expectations on equity
Network effects: Counterparty credit risk, gridlock risk, supply chain, borrowers bring down
lenders (Gallegati 2007)

(Brunnermeir & Pedersen 2007)

A ZI model in a Speculative Futures market
highlighting balance sheet dynamics
2 assets money and futures, volume of futures is endogenous, CDA open outcry,
zero wealth creation, just redistribution of wealth between traders.
For speculation, retrading is allowed, all speculative agents are Zero-Intelligent, and
bound by budget and accounting constraints, short selling is allowed.
•

ZI Speculators: risk neutral, fixed expectations, constrained by margins,
transaction costs and real time gross settlement. All limit orders are reservation
prices, random orderflow/sequence, no limit order book (open outcry - expiring
limit orders unless best bid and ask)

Simulations: 20 speculators vs 200 speculators.

A Speculative Zero Intelligent (ZI) Model
“A Zero Intelligence Market is a Study of Market Intelligence”
Fixed behavior with no learning - ZI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a speculative futures market with a non-storable underlying commodity
retrading
heterogeneous price expectations Beta[2,2]
if expectations within the spread use algorithm similar to Chan, LeBaron, Lo and
Poggio (1998) (mark-up pricing half spread).
Otherwise limit orders are truth telling as speculators desire immediacy, they are
satisficing
speculators are risk neutral
ZI Agents have a ZI reservation price, and wealth with 3 choices: Buy, Sell or Hold

Institutional and Environmental Structure (under the control of the futures exchange)
•
•
•
•
•
•

open outcry double auction (no limit order book)
short selling is allowed
Max leverage of wealth positions (impositions of a fixed margin requirement)
real-time- settlement (mark-to-market every t)
transaction costs
tick prices and ordersize are rational numbers

ZI Speculative Agent Decision Rule:
buy, hold, sell
This produces a demand function:
Maximize:

(
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where:
b
a
= Price at tick t, which must
pt
(2) be at either a bid pt , or an ask pt
p i,!

=

Price valuation of the next futures price pt+1 (and long run spot price)
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in margin account following last transaction,
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Current mid-price, used by exchange to mark-to-market position

m
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1 /#

=

Percentage margin requirement (where

$

=

Percentage transaction(7)
tax on a one-way trade (i.e. paid each way).

=

Interpolation parameter
(8)to solve for indeterminacy
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xti ptm valued at ptm

ZI Speculative Agent Decision:
buy, hold, sell
max

! te+1 = ( p" # pt ) xt + mt

s.t. constraints
•

wealth distribution, m

•
•
•
•

margin requirements, 1/k
Taxes !
short selling,
real-time-settlement

Bullish Speculator's Budget Set and Expected Wealth Objective.

These constraints are all part of the environment, and not part of “intelligence”

Zero-Intelligent Speculator i
Demand for futures contracts xti
(
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= Price at tick t, which must be at either a bid ptb , or an ask pta
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Capital position begins as cash only
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Speculative demand for futures xt, with margin calls
demand with RTGS across prices

Short xt-1

Long xt-1

Speculator Identical Elements across i:
•
Functional form with short selling
•
Margin limits κ
•
Transaction taxes ϖ
•
Risk Neutrality
Different Elements across i:
•
Endowment (m,x)
•
Reservation Price pi,e

Aggregate Demand function with multiple equilibrium

Simulation Parameters
Figure 7: Realization of

Simulated ZI Price Expectations p i,θ ~Beta(2,2)

Simulation with 20 traders

Simulation with 200 Traders

Simulation Parameters
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100% Margin Requirement – Leverage
1 with 20 traders

12.5% Margin Requirement – Leverage
8 with 20 traders

Transaction Price

Transaction Price

Transaction Price
as Moving Average over 1 0 0 t

Transaction Price
as Moving Average over 1 0 0 t

Average: Volume and Net Voluntary Trades

Average: Volume and Net Voluntary Trades

20 Agents, Leveraged 8x

100% Margin Requirement – Leverage 1
with 200 traders

12.5% Margin Requirement – Leverage
8 with 200 traders

Transaction Price

Transaction Price

Transaction Price
as Moving Average over 1 0 0 t

Transaction Price
as Moving Average over 1 0 0 t

Average: Volume and Net Voluntary Trades

Average: Volume and Net Voluntary Trades

200 Agents, Leveraged 8x

Transaction price (bid or ask)

mid-point price

Walrasian equilibrium price

Remarks: Balance Constraints Matter
•

Under the ZI approach the distribution of wealth is an endogenous process as
balance sheet rules impose their own dynamics and drive outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

margin requirements, leverage
taxes,
short selling
forced selling
Real time gross settlement

•

The dynamics have strong feedbacks on the community of traders because of the
aggregate constraint of Walras Law, fixed wealth, and a fixed leverage threshold macro closure.

•

The CDA, institutional mechanism, also imposes its own optimizing Walrasian
Auctioneer (the market not the agent optimizers prices to equate supply and demand)

•

Catallactics: We are interested in prices given the exchange process, not psychology
itself (although this may and can influence these outcomes).

•

With such an institutionally rich yet behaviorally simple model, microfoundations are
balance constraints not behavioral oddities. These elements impact prices.

•

While not the whole story, A ZI model can serve as a way to benchmark a model,
prior to the addition of expectations.

Model Extensions

Structural Extensions
• change frequency of settlement
• Change margin requirements (Exchange margin setting is a function of
volatility)

Behavioral Extensions
• Agent modification of leverage ratios (positive function of profitability)
• Target profit rates - inverse relationship between price volatility and
leverage:
one way to simulate “ reach for yield” and “flight to quality” dynamics

Emphasis of Macro/Market closure
in ACE models
•

“The fact that money stocks and flows must satisfy accounting identities in individual
budgets and in an the economy as a whole provides a fundamental law of
macroeconomics analogous to the principle of conservation of energy in physics”.
(Godley and Cripps 1983)

•

Under the stock-flow consistent models the way that expectations are formed does
not matter agents set themselves norms, targets, and expectations. These norms
produce a kind of autopilot. Mistakes or mistaken expectations bring about piled up
(or depleted) stocks - real inventories, money balances, or wealth - that signal a
required action (this may or may not be a change in behavior). With stock-flow norms,
the exact way in which expectations are formed generally is not crucial. (Godley and
Lavoie 2007, p16).

•

Can ZI agents help to highlight PK macro, with its Social Accounting
Matricies and emphasis on flow of funds rather than psychology.

PK Insights are similar to
ZI Catallactic insights
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective demand - demand creates its own supply
(Price and Wage stickiness is not central, and probably a good thing, since
deflation brings a crop of macro difficulties)
Cumulative causation, Verdoon’s Law, IRS (scepticism of equilibrium
theory)
Institutions, plumbing and history matters,
Class conflict, profits versus wages, distribution of income
Money is not a veil
Time and sequence matter
Wealth constraints, Walras Law and n-1 equations
balance sheet ratios, sustainability (functional finance)

These can be added to ZI models
• Endogeneity of money
• Capacity utilization, capital
• Distinction between real and financial sides, and their connections
• Uncertainty, asymmetric information, herd behavior, beauty contests

PK Critique of ABM and DSGE
•

‘Modern macroeconomics’ began with the neo-classical synthesis interpretation of
Keynes and the Monetarists. The New Classical Manifesto (1974) determined the
concept that there was no such thing as macroeconomics, just micro blown up.

•

New Keynesians into the current DSGE modelling techniques and the incorporation
of behavioral macroeconomics ala Akerlof. But still open to critique as having the
same problems that it always had: timeless, equilibrium dynamics

•

Post Keynesians criticized these movements from the start, but have largely been
ignored. In the 1980s, as an alternative to the New Classical regime, the New
Keynesian (updated neo-classical synthesis) approach began to dominate, and
alongside this “behavioural macroeconomics and behavioural finance flourished.

•

Post-Keynesians, who have constantly been on the attack are largely ignored? And in
a paper by John King 2005, the leading historian of post-Keynesian economics, he
also comes to blows with ABM, indicting them for also taking on this behavioral
reductionist approach.

•

As PK economics becomes more appealing to macro theorists, is there more
compatibility with ABM when agents are balance sheet constrained, and institutionally
driven by the system rather than by their psychology?

Pro-cyclicality and BS dynamics

PNFC: Private Non-financial Corporations.
Source: Financial Stability Report April 2008, Issue No. 23, Bank of England.

Expectation Feedbacks: rating downgrades, liquidity hoarding, tightening credit conditions, funding
markets
ZI Balance Sheet Feedbacks: forces sales of assets, correlation among vulnerabilities, marking-tomarket M2M) positions

